Dear Volunteers,

We’re so excited to be rolling out the TreeMobiles again this spring and we look forward to meeting all of you wonderful people! Here is some detailed information and dates for this year’s TreeMobile.

**How does this all work?**

After spreading the word and receiving the orders from our customers, we will organize the plants and trees that have been ordered. We will also arrange volunteers into groups and vehicles to deliver and plant them around Toronto, Guelph & Hamilton.

**Sorting Days:**
Our pre-sorting team will set up the sorting areas with stakes, rope and signs. When the rest of the sorting volunteers arrive, we will begin sorting all the trees, plants and shrubs into the designated areas and group them into individual orders. A light lunch will be provided.

**Planting Days:**
After the groups meet up, we will load up vehicles with plants, trees, mulch, and tools. We will then have a planting demonstration and then the TreeMobiles hit the road. After all deliveries and plantings are complete, the teams will return to the starting point and return tools and buckets and report on their success. A light snack will be provided.

**How Can I Help?**

**Share, Share, Share**

*When:  Now to mid-April*
*How:  Please go to the [TreeMobile Poster Blast Page](#) and download our poster or our flyer and print as many copies as you can distribute. Please also share it on Social Media. People love TreeMobile once they find out about it, but they need to know it’s happening so we can plant lots of trees and plants. Also, the more we sell, the more we can give as donations.*

You’ll also find sample tweets and a sample Facebook post you can use. Please use them!

**POSTERING RULES:**

Please only post in community centres, libraries and private businesses after getting permission from them. You can also poster on outdoor community boards. Please do not poster on street poles.

**Sign up for our newsletter**

Go to our [contact page](#) and sign up to subscribe to the latest news, so we can keep you up-to-date and advise you of any changes.
Volunteer to sort, deliver and plant trees

Toronto - East & West Sorting
Meet at: 43 Kimberly Ave, M4E 2Z4, South Lawn
Saturday, April 25: 10am to 2pm - Plant Sorting |

Toronto – East End Planting and Delivery
Meet at: 43 Kimberley Ave, M4E 2Z4, South lawn Map
Sunday April 26: 9am to 2pm -- Delivery and planting

Toronto – West End Planting and Delivery
Meet at: 431 Perth Ave, Toronto, ON M6P 3Y5 Map
Sunday April 28: 9am to 2pm -- Delivery and planting

Guelph
Meet at: Guelph Centre for Urban Organic Farming -- College East and Dundas Lane Map
Saturday May 12: 9am to 12pm -- Plant sorting
Sunday May 13: 9am to 12pm -- Delivery and planting

Please note:
• all start times are firm and end times are approximate and that some orders are drop-offs only, volunteers will not be planting at every site
• these events will happen rain or shine

What to bring
• Work boots or sturdy footwear (no open-toes shoes, sandals or flip-flops)
• tools (shovels if you have them)
• water or juice in non-disposable bottle
• mid-day snack in case
• weather appropriate clothing
• work gloves (we have some to loan out)

Any questions? Please or e-mail our Volunteer Coordinator at leahtysoe@gmail.com

Thank you for volunteering for TreeMobile and helping to make the world a greener place!!